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Advertisers invest $63bn in programmatic 
buying but industry concerns loom large 
Global Ad Trends - A focus on threats to the digital advertising 
ecosystem 

Global, 29 March 2018 – WARC, the international authority on advertising and media 
effectiveness, has released its latest monthly Global Ad Trends report, digesting up-to-date 
insights and evidenced thinking from the worldwide advertising industry. Threats to the digital 
advertising ecosystem is the focus of the latest report. 

WARC estimates that $63.4bn was spent on programmatic advertising worldwide last year, but 
as little as $17.8bn (28%) may have actually made it to the ‘working media’ level.  

Programmatic’s role in ad trade is increasing rapidly: two in every five dollars (39%) spent on 
advertising in the US last year – across all media and formats – were traded by machines. This 
rate has doubled over the last five years. 

With a continued and rapid rise in digital advertising, concerns have surfaced within the industry. 
Over half of the senior marketers surveyed by the CMO Council cited social media risks and 
reputation management as a major issue. One in three highlighted ad fraud, ad misplacement, 
and viewability as concerns, while a quarter cited media buying transparency and accountability. 

WARC provides the following evidence for each of their main concerns:  

Media transparency and accountability: ‘Tech Tax’ cost programmatic advertisers over 
$30bn in 2017 

The World Federation of Advertisers (WFA) believe some 55% of investment goes towards what 
some have dubbed the ‘tech tax’ (the money spent on trading desks, demand side platforms, ad 
exchanges and data, targeting and verification services). WARC drew a consensus from media 
buyers, and while the rate of tech tax varied between markets, agencies and stacks, the outcome 
broadly aligned with the WFA estimates. 

The tech tax would equate to $34.9bn. The true figure will be closer to $30bn, as platforms 
where the tech is integrated (such as YouTube’s Trueview) cloud the calculation. 



After agency fees, of the $63.4bn in estimated programmatic advertiser spend last year, only 
$17.8bn made it to the ‘working media’ level when assuming a 30% fraud rate. 

Reputation management: Brand perception changes with negative adjacency, and one in 
five consumers will take direct action 

One in five (19.5%) consumers state that they would take some form of direct action against a 
brand if its advertising appeared alongside objectionable content, either by boycotting the brand 
(10.5%) or being vocal/raising issue (9.0%).  

43% of senior marketers claim that they have already had reputation problems after ads had 
appeared next to objectionable content. Almost two in five (37%) have pulled or intend to pull 
ads as a result.  

Ad misplacement: Programmatic video ads pose greatest risk to brands 

Ad misplacement – the risk of a legitimate ad appearing on an undesirable site or next to 
objectionable content – varies significantly by market, format, and buy type.  The average risk for 
desktop display ads across 11 key markets was 6.9%.  

The issue is particularly prevalent in the Americas. One in ten (10.2%) desktop impressions in 
Brazil were flagged on moderate to very high-risk inventory, followed by the US (9.4%) and 
Canada (8.4%). The risk was lowest in Singapore (3.4%). 

Data for the second half of 2017 show that brand risk is routinely higher when the ad is bought 
programmatically. This is particularly true for video ads. 

Ad fraud: Most ads are not optimised against fraud and remain vulnerable. One in three 
clicks on programmatic ads is fraudulent 

The Association of National Advertisers (ANA) estimates that around $6.5bn was lost to ad fraud 
worldwide last year. Total losses could have been cut to $700m if the entire industry had 
adhered to safety guidelines. 

Non-optimised ads remain vulnerable. Fraud rates for desktop display ads vary by key market: 
Italy (16.1%), Germany (15.9%), France (14.6%), US (11.3%), Japan (8.4%), UK (8.3%), Australia 
(7.7%), Spain (3.0%).   

Aside from fraudulent impressions, click fraud is also prevalent online. Data show that as many 
as three in four clicks on programmatically purchased 300 x 600 ‘half page’ ads (a unit Google 
describes as one the fastest growing sizes) are fraudulent. On average, one in three clicks on 
programmatic ads across all sizes and platforms is fraudulent. 

Viewability: Almost half of programmatic ads do not meet Media Rating Council standard. 
Only one in four viewable desktop ads is actually seen 

Programmatically purchased ads routinely under-perform in terms of viewability when assessed 
against the Media Ratings Council standard. On average, almost half (46%) of programmatic ads 
are not viewable.  

Even if the ad is viewable, it is unlikely to be seen. Data show that only one in four (23%) of the 
desktop display ads defined as viewable by the Media Rating Council (MRC) standard are actually 
viewed, with only 4% of measured ads seen for more than one second. 

 



Social media risks: Social media provides the least-safe environment, with 300m+ worthless 
accounts 

10% of Facebook’s 2bn monthly users are duplicate accounts, according to company reports. 
The number of fake accounts is estimated to be between 2-3% by Facebook, suggesting that as 
many as 265m accounts could be worthless to advertisers. 

Separate research shows that, on average, 16.4% of the followers on Instagram’s top 20 
accounts are fraudulent and as many as 15% (49m) of Twitter’s users don’t have an offline 
identity.   

Summing up, James McDonald, Data Editor, WARC, says: “The boom in programmatic 
advertising over recent years has exposed major flaws in the ecosystem, including heightened 
brand risk, impression and click fraud, and poor viewability and dwell time. This has led 
advertisers – who collectively paid $30bn to ‘middlemen’ in the online ad supply chain last year – 
to reassess the way they invest and keep pressure on the industry to clean up its act.” 

Global media analysis: A round-up of digital threats 

• 8% average fraud rate for non-optimised programmatic ads 
• 11% risk of negative adjacency  with programmatic ads 
• 13% of Facebook accounts are worthless to advertisers 
• 20% of consumers that would take direct action against a brand due to negative 

adjacency 
• 23% of viewable desktop ads are actually seen 
• 32% average rate of click fraud for programmatic ads 
• 46% of programmatic ads do not meet Media Ratings Council standard 
• 55% rate of ‘tech tax’ within the programmatic chain 
• 76% click fraud rate for programmatic half page desktop ads 

Other new key media intelligence on WARC Data 

• Google leverages market share to move industry towards ad filtering 
• Mobile’s share of global adspend will exceed its share of daily consumption this year 
• Globally, Facebook is charging more for fewer clicks 

Global Ad Trends is part of WARC Data, a dedicated online service featuring current advertising 
benchmarks, data points, ad trends and user-generated expanded databases.     

Aimed at media and brand owners, market analysts, media, advertising and research agencies as 
well as academics, WARC Data provides current advertising and media information, hard facts 
and figures – essential market intelligence for ad industry related business, strategy and planning 
required in any decision making process.  

WARC Data is available by subscription only. For more information visit 
https://www.warc.com/data 
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About WARC – advertising evidence, insights, best practice and data 
WARC.com is an online service offering advertising best practice, evidence, insights and data from the world’s leading 
brands. WARC helps clients grow their businesses by using proven approaches to maximise advertising 
effectiveness. WARC’s clients include the world’s largest advertising and media agencies, research companies, 
advertisers, market analysts and academics.  
 
WARC runs four global and two regional case study competitions: WARC Awards, WARC Innovation Awards, WARC 
Media Awards, The Admap prize, WARC Prize for Asian Strategy and WARC Prize for MENA Strategy. 
 
WARC publishes three global rankings of advertising excellence: Gunn 100 (creativity), WARC 100 (effectiveness), 
Gunn Media 100 (media innovation) and publishes leading journals including Admap, Market Leader, the Journal of 
Advertising Research and the International Journal of the Market Research Society. In addition to its own content, 
WARC features advertising case studies and best practices from more than 50 respected industry sources, including 
ARF, Effies, Cannes Lions, ESOMAR and IPA.  
 
Founded in 1985, WARC is privately owned and has offices in the UK, U.S. and Singapore. 
 
About WARC Data – a global advertising trends, benchmarks, data points & database service 
WARC Data provides current advertising and media information, hard facts and figures – essential market intelligence 
for ad industry related business, strategy and planning required in any decision making process.  
 
Core features of WARC Data are: 
• Benchmarks: improve campaign performance using planning and measurement benchmarks 

- ROI Calculator: compare campaign ROI with WARC case studies database 
- Media Allocation: plan campaign budgets using media splits from successful campaigns 
- Ad/Sales Ratios: advertising/sales ratios for 200 SIC-coded US industries 

 
• Data Points:  Takeaway charts and data on media spend, costs and consumption 

- New series of chart-led data articles bringing clients the most reliable stats on a given topic 
- Delivered via search results and topic update emails 
- Download the chart in PPT and/or the data in Excel directly from the article 
- Articles are updated on a rolling basis throughout the year and can be saved in “My WARC” 
 

• WARC Reports:  
- Global Ad Trends: a monthly report digesting the latest insights and evidenced thinking from the global 

advertising industry 
- The Global Marketing Index (GMI): a monthly barometer of marketer sentiment towards trading conditions, 

budgets and staffing levels on a global and regional level 
- State of The Industry: Mobile Marketing: results from exclusive surveys by WARC and the Mobile Marketing 

Association into brands’ use of mobile around the world 
- Media Consumption overviews: market-specific consumption trends for 36 countries 

 
• Extensive Databases:  

- International adspend forecasts for 12 key markets by medium and ad format 
- WARC’s adspend database holds advertising spend figures in 96 countries back to 1980 
- Media Costs database monitors CPM and cost per 100 GPRs in 68 countries, by medium and target audience 

 
WARC Data is available by subscription only. For more information visit https://www.warc.com/data 
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